
SUMS REPRESENTING FOURIER TRANSFORMS1
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1. Introduction. Duffin [5, 6] has given a method for obtaining

a pair of Fourier transforms from series involving a given function

(p(x). With a change of notation, his formal result is as follows. Let

the Fourier sine transform be written with kernel sin 2îrx/:

/I 00

sin 2irxtf(t)dt;
o

then

-    (-1)"     /2»+ 1\ » 2 /    2x   \
a)  E-V-n-7-) and ̂ (-1)n7-zTn7-xr)

„_o     2x        \    2x   / „_o 2w+l     \2«+l/

are sine transforms. Duffin has shown how this formal relationship

may be validated under various restrictions on <p and various inter-

pretations of the sums.

The purpose of this note is to point out that Duffin's reciprocal

relation is formally equivalent to a special case of Poisson's summa-

tion formula from the theory of Fourier transforms. The formal

calculation may be made rigorous by imposing sufficiently stringent

restrictions; however, it is not easy to derive Duffin's sufficient con-

ditions from known sufficient conditions for Poisson's formula [8, pp.

60 ff. ; 1, pp. 33 ff. ; 2; 3; 4; 7], and his direct approach seems prefer-

able. On the other hand, one could derive criteria for Poisson's

formula from Duffin's theorems.

By using a more general form of Poisson's formula we shall ob-

tain a more general pair of transforms, and by specialization we ob-

tain not only Duffin's formulas but additional ones of similar type,

as well as formulas for cosine transforms. Only the formal calcula-

tions will be given here. By proceeding similarly with other summa-

tion formulas one could obtain pairs of transforms with other

kernels.

2. A general formula. All our calculations will be purely formal.

Let <t>(x) be a given function,

(2) $(x) =   f    e-2riux<b(u)du
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its Fourier transform. Then the symmetric form of Poisson's formula

(3)
^               fn+b\ -

c-i/2gTi«i. J2  e2n*ai4>[-I = xll2e-Tiab ¿^ e2n*bi$[x(n — a)\,

n=—oo \      X      / n=—oo

where x, a, b are arbitrary. If we replace $ by the integral (2) we

have

A (n + b\
¡g-igiriab 2^   e2nrai(b I-1

n=—oo \      X      /

00 p 00

=   XI e2nTbi I     e-2TÍUXin-a)<¡>(u)du

n—oo *^ -co

" sgn (» - a)   r °° /   u   \
=   2-i e2nrbi- I     e~2*lux<t> I-)du

n—x n — a      J _„ \n — a/

with the understanding that 0^a<l and that if a = 0 the term on

the right with w = 0 is f!a<p(u)du. If we now interchange integration

and summation we have

" /n+b\
x-le2*iab    ^    e2nlrai(b I - )

n=—oo \      X      /

C °° A sgn (» — a)      /    «   \
r2""1 2_ e2n*bi-<M-)du,

J-oo 7>=-oo n — a \n — a)

a 9*0, with the appropriate modification when a = 0. In other words,

- 1      (n + b\
(4) e2Tiab 22 e2nTai — <t> f-)

n=—oo ^ \      X      /

is the Fourier transform of

(5)
A sgn (n - a)      (    x    \

n=-oo n — a \n — a/

with the understanding that if a = 0 the term with n = 0 is omitted

from (5) and (4) is diminished by flK<p(u)du.

On the other hand, if we take the Fourier transform of (5) term

2 Formula (3) is easily obtained from the usual forms of Poisson's formula, but is

not often given in this generality. I learned it from lectures by G. H. Hardy. It may

be noted incidentally that the more bizarre variants of Poisson's formula such as

those of Ramanujan quoted by Titchmarsh [8, p. 62] follow from (3) by specializing

the parameters and require no separate proof.
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by term and retrace our steps we return to (3), so that (3) and (4),

(5) are formally equivalent.

3. Special cases, (i) Let <j> be odd, a = b = 1/2. Then (4), (5) reduce

to Duffin's pair (1) of sine transforms,

(ii) Let <j> be odd and a = 0. Then

1      in + b\

»— 00

is the sine transform of

i M—)
„=_«,  2x    \    x   /

£^*(-)
„=i  n     \n/

sin 2nrb;
\n /

and so, for example, if b = 1/3,

íKt)-*(B+*{t)-*(B+---}2

is the sine transform of

3"'{*w-T*(t) + T*(t)-T*(7)+'"}-

(iii) Let <j> be even and a = b = 0. Then

— L(0)/2+ £ <*>(-) -  f  <b(u)du\
x  X. „=i     \ x /      J o )

is tlie cosine transform of

t'-*(-\
„=i  n     \n/

(iv) Let <p be even, a 9* 0, b = 0. Then

— -|<K0)/2 + ¿ *(—-) cos 27T»ai
x ( „=i     \ x / J

is the cosine transform of

¿_i_,(_^)+t   '   ,(^A
„=1 w — a     \w — a/       n_0 w + a     \w + a/

and so, for example, if a = 1/2,

-Íj<K0)/2+¿(-l)»<^)j
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is the cosine transform of

„=o 2« + 1     \2n + 1/

while if a = 1/3,

i{wo)-,(±)_,,(i)+2,(i)-,(±)

is the cosine transform of

I 1      /3x\       1      /3x\

6í*m+t*(t)+t*(t)
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